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Von Puraido

Kapitel 38: 

The girls went to the mall, they were all pretty excited. Next to the hair dye, they
wanted to get some presents for Katsuki. His birthday was coming up soon, so they
had to act quickly. But luckily Ochako and Mina had the perfect idea.

They had asked Eijiro and Izuku to come with them, before they went to the city, and
with Momo’s help they had taken a few pictures. Now they needed to go to the mall
to get them printed on a dakimakura. Over the years those pillows grew in popularity
and it became common practice for omegas to get those pillows, preferably with
prints of their alphas. For times when the alpha couldn’t be with them, for any reason.
Since they were this desired, print shops grew out of nowhere everywhere.

“Do you think, he will like this?” Kyoka asked.

“Oh, he’ll love it! We let Deku and Eijiro scent the pillows later. And I mean they have
to scent every little inch of it” Ochako grinned widely. “He needs something to cuddle,
if the two alphas aren’t around, otherwise he gets cranky.”

“Oh yeah, and we all don’t want that, am I right?” Mina stuck her tongue out.

“You are very thoughtful. This is a marvelous idea” Momo smiled.

“I always wondered how your little cuddle club came to life, ribbit?” Tsuyu asked she
had her index finger on her lips.

“Yes, and how’s the relationship constellation in the first place?” Toru added. “Y’all
dating?”

“Nah, we’re not. But I wouldn’t mind dating Eijiro” Mina answered in the same
moment Ochako exclaimed.

“What? Nooo, we are not dating! I mean, I wouldn’t be against the idea of dating Deku,
but I wouldn’t date Eijiro and Katsuki is completely out of the picture.”

“What? Why?” Kyoka asked.
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“Because Kats is gay” she shrugged. Mina giggled.

Kyoka face palmed. “Ah, yeah, obviously. Sorry, sometimes I need a few seconds.”

The other’s laughed about that. “But how do you feel about Katsuki’s relationship
with Izuku and Eijiro? Are you two not jealous?” Toru asked.

“Hm, at first it was hard to share. But we both came up with the idea, so we had to
stick to it. But after we got all closer, it became easier.” Mina explained. “And to be
honest. Katsuki is a cutie when no one else is around. When he’s purring in happiness
it is just the cutest.”

“Oh yes! It is so adorable! But don’t tell him that we said that, he’ll probably kill all of
us” Ochako laughed.

The other girls promised, they wouldn’t say anything, but they wanted some prove.
They wanted to hear Katsuki purr. They really couldn’t imagine it, a cute Katsuki?
Ochako and Mina didn’t make any promises, but they would try to record the purring.

They eventually entered the store and walked up to the employee. “Good afternoon,
how can I help you?” the boy asked.

“Hello! We need some dakimakura’s printed! We have a few pictures and we need two
pillows” Mina started. She gave him the USB stick. The employee took it and plugged
it into his computer.

He opened the pictures and clicked through them. “Which ones do you want?” he
asked.

Ochako and Mina looked at the PC and together they decided which pictures they
wanted. The employee nodded and after that he told them, that it would take two
days to fully process everything. The girls agreed and he named the price. They paid
and after that they left.

They decided to go to a café after that. Since the pillows were a bit pricy, they
wouldn’t get him anything else. They had collected money for that for months. Momo
had offered to pay a little more, but they had declined that offer.

They sat down and ordered some tea, hot chocolate and desserts. “So, now you know
how our relationship status is” Mina started. “What about all of you?”

The other girls blushed slightly. It was Momo who answered first. “Well, it is nothing
serious so far, but I enjoy my time with Shoto. A-and he seems to easily calm down,
when I am around, so I think that is a good sign”

“Yeah, I noticed that. You spent a lot of time recently” Ochako smiled brightly at her.
“And if he calms when you around, than this is definitely a good sign.”
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“I always hope that my efforts are enough to keep him calm.” She had a timid smile,
her cheeks were red.

“You would make a cute couple.” Kyoka said.

“Thanks!” Momo smiled at her.

“So, Kyoka, what about you?” Ochako teased.

Kyoka got red instantly. “Me?” Her ear jacks shot up in embarrassment. “There’s
nothing going on with anyone!”

“C’mon, what’s with Denki?” Toru wanted to know.

“Yeah! We all know you like him.” Mina added.

Kyoka growled a little, still red faced. She put her hands in her hair and rubbed
through it. “Yeah, so? This stupid idiot is not interested in me. He is crushing so hard
for Hitoshi. He doesn’t even consider my feelings.”

“Ouch, that hurts. He is so dense sometimes” Ochako mumbled. She extended a hand
to Kyoka and grabbed hers.

Kyoka sighed. “He really is, he sees me as a friend, nothing more. And every time I
want to talk about it, he starts babbling over Hitoshi. After that he breaks down crying
because the whole ordeal still scares him and he is afraid that he will never get over
this. On one side, I want him to get better but on the other side, I don’t want him to
confess to Hitoshi. I get it, I am a bad person for wishing that but … but … I guess I am
jealous?”

Tsuyu stood up and walked over to her, she hugged Kyoka for comfort. “This is a really
difficult situation, ribbit.”

“You are not a bad person for thinking that. Jealous, maybe, but no one can control
their feelings” Toru added.

“After your statement I guess that Denki’s mental health is still not better?” Momo
asked.

“Jep, but this stupid dimwit is too stubborn to ask for professional help. But now,
after the panic attack he’s finally seeing someone for that.” Kyoka exhaled. “I don’t
mind being there for him, but it is hard. And I obviously can’t help him.”

“Understandable. I sincerely hope that Denki is feeling better soon” Momo looked at
Kyoka. “And I hope that the three of you can arrange something. Maybe you can enter
a relationship similar to that of Ochako and Mina?”

She scratched her cheeks. “I don’t know … I don’t think I could share him so easily …”
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“Yes, I understand your concerns” Ochako murmured. “It is sometimes hard for me
too, even though I am on good terms with Katsuki.”

Kyoka exhaled. “I guess I just have to wait how this will all turn out.”

They all shared some smiles. Mina clapped her hands together. “So, Toru, Tsuyu, what
about you? Any interesting tea?”

“Glad you asked!” Toru chirped. “Since Valentine’s day, my relationship with Mashirao
is sky rocketing!” No one could see it, but she smiled brightly.

“That is so good to hear! I am glad it is working out for you” Momo cheered.

“Thank you. But don’t talk about it in front of others. He isn’t as open about it as I
would be.”

“No problem, we got you, sis” Mina gave a thumbs-up.

“I don’t have a relationship, ribbit” Tsuyu drank from her hot chocolate. “But I am
good friends with Mezo and Fumikage, ribbit.”

“We noticed that you are close to these two. You’re teaming up with them a lot. I
must say, you three are a very good team.” Momo praised.

“Thank you very much, ribbit” Tsuyu smiled, sticking her tongue out a bit.

They talked for a while after that about other school related things. It got rather late;
they paid and walked over to the store, to buy the hair dye for Eijiro. They found the
right packages and they bought them for the redhead. After that they made their way
back to UA. Now they would have to dye Eijiro’s hair, this would be fun.
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